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1. Would you like all of your listings at 6%? It’s easy, just educate your sellers on the huge benefits 
they get when they have the Buyers sign the Disclosure Responsibility Addendum. The 
Addendum is a great “checklist” of the Buyers’ abilities and responsibility to perform any and all 
inspections of the property.  The Addendum will also greatly reduce the chances of Buyers filing 
meritless claims which could cost sellers (or more.) No other broker offers as much protection as 
we do. 

2. It is the duty of both the selling and listing associate(s) to verify with escrow that the buyer has 
come in with their earnest money deposit as called for in the RPA (the default language says 
within 3 days from acceptance), if the deposit is not in, call the selling associate, inform your 
seller, and consider delivering a Notice of Buyer to Perform immediately. Good idea to also see 
your manager immediately.  

3. Your CAR forms committee and legal team have created 3 different Buyer Broker 
Representation Agreements for very good reasons – let’s use them. We encourage you to not 
use the “Non-Exclusive Not for Compensation” Agreement, but do use the Non-Exclusive (BRNE) 
or the Exclusive Agreement – both of which call for compensation. Please slow down and 
explain the form to your buyers. It’s a standard CAR Agreement that covers how you get paid in 
the transaction and it is accompanied by the statutory Disclosure of Agency Relationship and the 
important Buyers Inspection Advisory which you strongly encourage all of your buyers to review 
and then perform any and all inspections they wish.  

4. Let’s set the bar! Whenever possible, please deliver your offers in person to the listing agent. 
Emailing an offer just doesn’t have the same impact, it never has and it never will. A “best 
practice” is to always call (not email or text) the listing agent prior to drafting your client’s offer. 
We must know what is most important to the seller in order to write the best offer.  
 


